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Introduction:
            The electric and chemical excitability that is unique to neurons allows for the rapid and efficient transmission of

 information among cells all over the body. Neurons communicate strictly by forming neural networks made up of

 countless functional connections between neurons and target cells. In order to form these connections, neurons rely on

 the growth and extension direction of their distinct axon and dendritic processes. Axonal growth towards a specific

 synaptic target is guided by an exclusive structural component known as the growth cone. The growth cone is

 comprised of a central core from which long, rod-like extensions called filopodia project (Kandal, et al., 2012).

 Filopodia exhibit functions such as adhesiveness, migration, and guidance of growth cones on a developing neuron.

 The ability to adhere and migrate is due to the presence of cell adhesion molecules, integrin and cadherin, at the tips of

 the structure (Mattila & Lappalainen, 2008). With a diverse assortment of signaling and extracellular matrix membrane

 bound receptors, filopodia act as primary sensors that detect and respond to surrounding axonal guidance cues within

 the environment. The involvement of filopodia in growth cone path finding, neuron guidance, cellular adhesion to the

 extracellular matrix, and embryonic development make it a vital area of study.

            Guidance cues in the surrounding environment of a developing neuron act primarily to direct axons to their

 target synapses on other neurons. Four classes of differentially spaced, simultaneous acting cues are typically present;

 chemoattractive (chemo permissive), chemorepulsive, contact attractive (contact permissive), and contact repulsive

 (Tessier-Lavigne & Goodman, 1996; Bonner & O’connor, 2001). While some of the molecules that take on such

 characteristics have been identified, many remain to be discovered. A molecule important for cell adhesion, migration,

 differentiation and neurite outgrowth in vivo and in vitro that acts as a guidance cue is laminin. Laminin is a non-

diffusible extracellular matrix contact permissive cue that is generally found within the basal lamina of the body

 (Tessier-Lavigne & Goodman, 1996). It has been shown in recent studies to act as directional cues for migrating

 neurons and developing axons (Bonner & O’connor, 2001). Laminin is often used in cell cultures to enhance cell-

substratum attachment and neurite outgrowth while adding to the recreation of a cells normal in vivo environment
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 (Campbell & Chader, 1988). Similarly to Laminin, poly-lysine is a positively charged polymer of amino acids

 commonly used to coat plates and glassware in live cell culture that promotes neurite and cell growth. It helps promote

 cell growth through adhesive-like properties by leaving cationic sites to combine with the anionic sites found on cells

 (Mazia, et al., 1975). Although poly-lysine supports growth through its cell adhesive properties, it is not considered a

 guidance cue for which it does not have an influence on the path of axon growth.

            In this study, we used chick embryonic peripheral neurons to observe filopodia abundance on two different

 substrata, laminin and poly-lysine. The main function of filopodia being to sense environmental cues that guide axon

 growth, I became interested in filopodia abundance on a substratum that acts as a guidance cue and on a substratum

 lacking guidance cues. This experiment was based off the hypothesis that Filopodia abundance will be greater on

 substrata that lack contact cues.

Methods and Materials:
            The dissection of 10-day-old Gallus gallus chick embryonic peripheral neurons was carried out using the

 materials and following the DISSECTION protocol from Robert L. Morris (Morris, 2013a). Preparation day steps were

 followed exactly, while dissection day steps varied slightly. On dissection day, four cover slips were treated with poly-

lysine following coverslip treatment-part 1-start coverslips on poly-lysine, referred to as “dry laminin CS” and four with

 only two separate drops of laminin, which were then left out to dry, referred to as “live laminin CS”. Dissections part

 one and two were done as described in Morris, R.L. 2013. Coverslip treatment-part 2 consisted of treating the dry

 laminin CS with poly-lysine following coverslip treatment-part 1-start coverslips on poly-lysine, and following

 Coverslip treatment-part 2 of the protocol for the four live laminin CS. During coverslip treatment-part 3, the live

 laminin CS were treated with two drops of laminin and along with the dry laminin CS rinsed with DMEM and settled in

 a petri dish of growth medium. Dissociation of ganglia part 1 - cells into trypsin was then followed as outlined in

 Morris, R.L. 2013.

            On observation days, the two Wednesday’s following the initial dissection, the neurons were observed following

 the Observation of Live Unlabeled Cells by Morris, R.L. (Morris, 2013b). Neurons were observed in the ICUC imaging

 lab of the Maris Science Center at Wheaton College, MA. Observations were seen using phase optics on the Nikon

 Eclipse E200 microscope. Images were also obtained using this microscope, a Sony DFW-X700 camera with a 1.0X C-

mount, and BTV imaging software on a Mac OS X version 10.5.8. The images used for data collection were seen and

 captured under the 40X objective on the Phase 2 setting. Images were taken of multiple neurons found on the laminin

 spots and on poly-lysine of the live laminin CS and multiple neurons both on poly-lysine and dry laminin spots of the

 dry laminin CS. The images used in data collection were taken in collaboration with Palmer, K.1 and Lin, I.2.
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            Eight images of neurons were chosen to be included in the data set; four images of four different neurons on

 laminin and four images of four different neurons on poly-lysine were accounted for. For each neuron, the number of

 filopodia were counted and then recorded. A filopodium was defined as a single extension from the lamellipodium. If

 the filopodium further grew into branching segments from its initial growth point at the lamellipodia, the branches were

 disregarded and the whole structure was counted as one filopodium. Filopodia abundance was then defined as the

 number of filopodia present on one neuron. The numbers of filopodia on all four laminin interacting neurons were

 averaged, as were the numbers of the four poly-lysine interacting neurons. The numbers were entered and averaged in

 excel. The two averages were then statistically analyzed using an unpaired students t-test.

Results:
            Phase optic imaging indicated that filopodia were present on all neurons growing on both laminin and poly-

lysine coated coverslips. Although growth was observed there was minimal under all conditions. Much of the growth

 that occurred was made up of glial cells not shown in this data set to eight quantifiable neurons. Figure 1 illustrates one

 of the four poly-lysine growing neurons. The data was normalized to the total number of filopodia per cell so when the

 four neurons were averaged they yielded a mean abundance of twenty-five filopodia. Figure 2 illustrates one of four

 laminin growing neurons that averaged together have an average abundance value of 4.5 filopodia. Statistical analysis

 yielded a two-tailed p value of 0.0322, t-value=2.7747, df=6, standard error of difference=7.388. The average number

 of filopodia present on poly-lysine coated surfaces is significantly greater than that of the laminin coated surfaces.

Figure 1. An image of a live cultured neuron growing on a poly-lysine coated coverslip. Arrow (A) points to one

 filopodium, Arrow (B) points to a section of lammellipodia.
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Figure 2. An image of a live cultured neuron growing on a laminin coated coverslip exhibiting a filopodium (A) and

 location of the lamellipodia (B).
 

Figure 3. A graphical representation of the average number of filopodia from four neurons growing on laminin and four

 on poly-lysine (off laminin). The average filopodia growth on poly-lysine was 5.5% greater than the growth on

 laminin.*

 

*A graph with connecting boxes is typically indicative of a histogram, but the graph above is used to portray a bar graph comparison despite the

 unavoidable absence of a space between the two bars.

Discussion:
            The data gathered from this experiment supports the hypothesis that filopodia abundance will be greater on

 substrata that does not act as a guidance cue than a substrata that does. The laminin substratum displayed a lack of
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 filopodia abundance in comparison to the neurons on the poly-lysine substratum. Because laminin molecules act as

 contact cues that guide neuronal growth initiated by filopodia and the growth cone, it allows the filopodia to sense a

 path of growth. In migrating cells, filopodia are continually formed through the reorganization of the dendritic network

 that composes the lamellipodia. Filopodia movement can be restricted by its strong adhesion to a substrate or it can be

 promoted by collisions or fusions with its adjacent filopodia (Xue, Janzen, & Knecht, 2010). With a lack of guidance

 cue detection, the lamellipodia may continually reorganize and induce filopodia growth to cover a larger area as it

 searches for guidance cues that will influence the cell’s growth and motility. It seems likely that given an adhesive

 substrate lacking guidance cues, the filopodia would not sense cues to grow, but instead sense only the adhesivity in its

 environment, and movement would be restricted. As filopodia continue to form from the lamellipodia without the

 fusion of existing filopodia, the filopodia abundance would then increase. Therefore, the more guidance a filopodium

 recieves from its environment, the easier it may become for the axon to grow, which would limit the need for filopodia

 abundance necessary in a cell lacking directional cues from its substratum. The large abundance of filopodia observed

 on poly-lysine substrata serves as evidence to support this hypothesis. With such a limited sample of data it is difficult

 to be sure of this idea, but with a larger set of sample data we would be able to confidently suggest a pattern of greater

 filopodia abundance on poly-lysine vs. laminin substratum.

            Despite our greatest efforts to assemble quality data there may be sources of error that could have effect the

 results. One source of error could be due to the misidentification of neurites for filopodia. It is difficult to be sure what

 you are looking at when filopodia and lamellipodia can cover most of the cell body when the neuron is just beginning

 to grow. Another contributing factor to error could have been due to a lack of neuron growth. With little neuron growth

 it was hard to be sure that the neurons developed properly on both the poly-lysine and laminin substrata. If this

 experiment were to be performed again, I would be sure to observe filopodia activity on both poly-lysine and laminin

 substrata alone. Once I confirmed that they were growing properly I could be confident that the filopodia were acting as

 they normally would, and then image what I had observed as normal behavior. Further experiments need to be carried

 out to effectively support the hypotheses mentioned above. The lack of published data on neuron growth and filopodia

 activity on varying substrata opens opportunities for new discoveries in a modern field of study.
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